
 

Friday 10 September 
 
We had tremendous pleasure in sharing with each other our new class names.  The theme this year is ‘authors’ 
and we tried to think about inspirational or lesser known authors from across the globe.  The children have 
engaged in some super research, enjoyed stories and created incredible displays to identify their class. 

 

Our new entrance and exit procedures have been working well, but to further improve these and ensure 
greater safety for our children, if you use the sports field entrance please consider using the carpark across the 
road and use the pedestrian crossing to come into school.  We will then reduce the car flow in the carpark next 
to school.  From Monday we will also cordon off a small section as a pedestrian only zone. 
 

The new procedures for our after-school club are working equally well.  A small group of children who access 
provision from 1335 – 1545, are now walked down to the EY centre for this period and enjoy the super 
facilities and space that it offers.  Our youngest children have settled brilliantly and even those who complete 
the additional 15 hours in our setting have demonstrated excellent stamina to continue to engage and enjoy 
the exciting environment. 
 

Although we are only in the first full week of school, we say a sad farewell to Mrs Ralston today.  Mrs Ralston 
has been a tremendous addition to the school staff and really taken forest schools to the next level.  Her 
positive attitude, infectious laugh and love of the children will be missed by us all.  The Forest School area will 
be left in safe hands with Mr Bonar who will continue the fantastic legacy that Mrs Ralston has left.  We all 
wish you the very best in the future. 
 

Finally, a couple of reminders: Please advise the main office of any changes to your personal details (phone 
number, address. Email etc) and be reminded that we are a ‘nut free’ school due to 
the very sensitive allergies that some of our children have.  Thank you for your 
understanding. 
 
Have a wonderful weekend, 
 
 
Ben Turner 
Headmaster 
 

 
  
 

Donaldson Mrs Sally Ann Taylor (FS1) Grimm Miss Zara Turner (Y2) 

Ahlberg Mrs Lynda Cooper (FS1) Osborne Mr Anthony Ball (Y3) 

Murphy Mrs Danielle Chong (FS2) Dreise Miss Fiona Kirby (Y3) 

Bright Mrs Charlotte Brett (FS2) Morpurgo Mrs Kristy Ashford (Y4) 

Hendra Mrs Carly Kearns (FS2) Verne Miss Amanda Lowe (Y4) 

Jeffers Mrs Wendy Sinclair (FS2) Dahl Mrs Nia Roberts (Y4) 

Fox Mrs Katy Bicknell (Y1) Tan Mrs Lisa Humphries (Y5) 

Heartford Mr Kevin Robinson (Y1) Fine Mr Jamie McKenna (Y5) 

Dodd Mrs Andrea Kemble (Y1) Sachar Miss Shonagh Mackenzie (Y6) 

Seuss Miss Ashleigh Cooper (Y2) Kipling Mrs Claire Cotter (Y6) 

Anderson Miss Vicky Flynn (Y2) 
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